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Author and travel journalist Simon Barnes recently 
returned from co-leading a trip to South Luangwa with 
Wildlife Worldwide founder, Chris Breen. 

Zambia On My Mind
Sweet Luangwa run softly till I end my song...

The Luangwa River does bends. A 180 is 
nothing. Just routine. A 270 is more the river’s 
style; vast beaches of sand either side of the 
life-giving dry-season trickle. Dry lagoons 

either side of the river show where in recent history the 
river performed a 360, joined up with itself and created a 
new route and a new lagoon. 

Stop at the bend, and then look upriver: the eternal Luangwa 
view. Capsized trees that were once the river’s playthings, 
now perches for kingfishers. The long exposed beaches: site 
of the perilous daily walk to water and life.

Who’s here today? Seven elephants crossing in one direction, 
pausing to suck thirsty trunkfuls as they pass. Eight giraffes 
crossing in the opposite direction, stooping splay-legged 
for their drink, the only time in their lives that they look 
inelegant. Up the heads go again, and from their lofty towers 
they survey left and right before drifting on, stately as 
galleons.

The river is a ditch, scarcely flowing; impossible to believe 
that in a few months it will be as wide as the Thames at 
Westminster. But it’s life: at least it is for all those mammals 
that drink their fill and make it back safe and sound, and who 
then get through the fearful night... for that is the pattern of 
daily life until the rains come and set the world free. In the 
meantime it’s the world’s most fabulous spectacle.

Storks, egrets, spoonbills, busy in the river. Fussy sandpipers 
at the edge. Bee-eaters over the water; and yes, a 
European swallow to remind travellers of home. The sky 
is an unmerciful blue. Everyone longs for rain except the 
carnivores.

A little distant, almost vanishing in the brightness of the sun, 
a group of zebras – a dazzle of zebras, I learned. Behind 
them a herd of delicate impalas, picking their fearful way to 
the water and back; sometimes so anxious they can’t quite 
bring themselves to lower their heads and drink.

Lions on the banks, crocs in the water, and all of life 
depending on the daily slurp. Triple-piping of greenshank 
across a unique vista – one faithfully replicated around 
the next bend. Life and death both seem suspended in the 
breathless heat.

Join Simon and Chris on their next available exclusive 
Sacred Combe Safari in 2018. 
Group Tour, 25 Sep 2018  12 days, £7,375
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Another year end, another fresh start. Time to reflect, and time 
to look ahead – all the more so given that 2017 is our 25th 
anniversary. 

We celebrate with our festival trips, which have become something 
of an institution. On our Festival of Wildlife, which moves to the 
rainforests of Malaysian Borneo, a few of the participants have 
travelled with us since those heady days way back at the start, 
while we welcome others who are new to the format (a handful 
of spaces are still available if you wish to join us). Our Festival of 
Bears, which has proved so popular that it has become an annual 
event, moves to Knight Inlet Lodge, still in British Columbia. And 
we know that a new Nick Garbutt Festival of Photography trip to 
the remarkable wildlife haven of South Georgia will prove simply 
unmissable!

We are delighted to announce we are the proud new owners of 
Families Worldwide, which specialises in tailor-made and small 
group family adventures (many with a wildlife theme). We have also 
just brought Schools Worldwide, which offers expedition trips and 
conservation projects for young people, into our portfolio. We have 
great plans for both, so watch out for further developments in 2017!

As always, at this time of year, we are out and about – attending 
Destinations in both Manchester and London, as well as presenting 
our own Discover Wildlife evenings at various new locations around 
the country. For details of all this and more, read on... 

With very best wishes for 2017,

Chris Breen, Founder

We are open from 9am to 6pm Monday to Friday and during January, 
February and March on Saturday morning from 9am to 1pm.

Welcome
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Zambia On My Mind
Sweet Luangwa run softly till I end my song...

Leopards of Luangwa

Our single most popular 
safari, based in South 
Luangwa National Park, 
home of the world’s 
highest naturally occurring 
population of leopard.

Trip Idea, May-Nov
11 days, from £5,395

Classic Luangwa Walking

Visit the home of the 
walking safari, by joining 
a small group along the 
banks of the Mupamadzi 
River for the quintessential 
bush experience.

Group Tour, Jun-Sep
14 days, from £6,395

All holiday prices in this brochure are based on two people sharing, 
including flights from the UK, accommodation and transfers (except 
where specified). Prices are correct at time of going to print. For full 
details call our expert wildlife team. 
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Uganda
Face-to-Face with Gorillas 

Recalling his up-close gorilla encounter, 
director Nick Joynes experiences a 
sensory overload.

I 
could feel my heart pounding inside my 
chest and resonating through my body 
- not as a result of spending two hours 
climbing steep overgrown trails through 

Bwindi Impenetrable Forest, but because we 
were close...

Our guide stopped and hushed our small group. 
“We are here – we have found them!” she said in a 
whisper. “Remember: do not get closer than seven 
metres. Look away from them when necessary. We 
have one hour only. Ready?” I nodded. 

The six of us moved in single file, gingerly picking 
our way through the dense undergrowth. After no 
more than ten paces our guide stopped us, held her 
finger to her mouth, and pointed to a spot around 
one metre to the left. There, deep within a thicket of 
bracken and vines, we could just make out a black 
outline, covered by foliage. I could have walked 
straight past and not even noticed it.

The mound of shrubbery began to move, and with 
a lot of crunching and crackling like a volcano 
erupting, an enormous silverback emerged, looked 
at us, turned and ambled across a small clearing to 
recline in a shady hollow beneath some trees. My 
chin dropped and my eyes widened.

Three or four metres to our right, a pair of young 
gorillas munched on succulent leaves, tearing down 
vines and stems and stripping them with ease.

“So much for the seven metre rule!” I thought, 
but we were in excellent hands. With over 1,000 
tracking trips behind her, Rachel is one of the area’s 
most experienced and knowledgeable guides...

She beckoned us to advance a few paces, where 
just a couple of metres away a mother cradled her 
three-week-old infant to her bosom. Gazing down, 
she stroked its hair to one side, tenderly repeating 

the movement over and over again. I watched – 
transfixed – as she pressed her lips against its 
head. Were these tiny kisses? I was rooted to the 
spot and didn’t dare lift my camera for fear of 
missing the moment. Suddenly I was overwhelmed 
and felt tears running down my face – it was so 
moving. Never before have I witnessed such love 
and affection in the animal kingdom. Even now, I 
feel a bit choked as I write.

Another female lay in the shade while the 
silverback nuzzled and groomed her; two 
juveniles (twins, I understand) scampered around 
energetically – chasing one another up the trees 
and tumbling down again, rolling on the ground 
and beating their father’s back as if it were an 
enormous drum. He tolerated the irritation, paying 
no attention to his children’s demands. 

The hour passed in what felt like five minutes. 
Then, almost on the hour, the silverback raised  
his gargantuan frame and signalled silently to  
his family that it was time to move on. All 11 
slipped away through the trees, and then we  
were alone... 

Standing amongst the trodden vegetation, we 
looked at each another dumbstruck – did that really 
happen? My mind was racing. As we began our 
walk back, I tried to piece together the sequence of 
events – a sensory overload.

This experience surpassed my expectation, 
but then so had each wildlife encounter on my 
recent (and first) trip to Uganda. The gorillas were 
certainly a grand finale, but by no means the only 
memorable moment...  

Part two of Nick’s encounters in Uganda will 
feature in our next brochure, or visit his blog on 
our website to read the full article.
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Gorillas & Chimps

A two-week safari to 
Uganda and Rwanda in 
search of mountain gorilla 
in the best national parks, 
and tracking chimpanzee in 
the forest of Kibale.

Trip Idea, Jan-Dec
14 days, from £6,795

Gorillas in Rwanda

This five-night trip 
to Rwanda offers the 
privileged experience 
of meeting a family of 
mountain gorillas deep in 
the dense cloud forest.

Trip Idea, Jan-Dec
6 days, from £4,995

Gorillas in Uganda

This six-night trip immerses 
you in an amazing wildlife 
experience as you track 
gorillas in the depths 
of Uganda’s Bwindi 
Impenetrable Forest.

Trip Idea, Jan-Dec
7 days, from £3,495

NEW Lowland Gorilla Encounter

Penetrate the Congo’s dense rainforests 
and seek out one of man’s closest 
relatives - the lowland gorilla - in its 
natural habitat near Ngaga Camp.

Trip Idea, May-Feb
11 days, from £8,295
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Undiscovered 
Madagascar

Professional wildlife photographer  
Nick Garbutt has been visiting  
Madagascar for over 25 years. 

Madagascar captivated me like no 
place has done before, or since. 
Back then there were only three 
national parks, today there are 

18, plus many other reserves. But since my 
initial foray in 1998, my favourite place has 
been Marojejy National Park in the far northeast 
– one of Madagascar’s wildest spots.

Initially I visited with just one aim – to photograph 
the rare silky sifaka. After considerable effort, I 
managed, but by today’s standards the pictures 
were poor. Although Marojejy still presents 
challenges, it is now easier to visit than before, 
and has become an established location on my 
photographic tour. 

One family group of sifakas has become habituated 
to humans and is accustomed to being approached, 
however the terrain – steep and slippery slopes 
covered in a dense tangle of rainforest – is still 
difficult. Yet the rewards are high, as you look 
through the lens at a silky sifaka, one of the world’s 
most critically endangered primates. 

Other treasures include the rare helmet vanga, 
arguably Madagascar’s most distinctive 
endemic bird. In October and November, nests 
are sometimes found in tree ferns beside a 
trail, allowing the birds to be seen easily. Their 
improbably large, glowing blue beak and distinctive 
chestnut and black plumage is unmistakable. 

Further north, near Daraina, in a very different 
area of parched deciduous forest, it is possible 
to track down another two of Madagascar’s most 
threatened lemurs. 

The inhabitants of Andranotsimaty village eke out 
a living digging for gold in these forests where 
golden-crowned sifakas live. Yet, despite their 
austere lives, the people have forged a relationship 
with the sifakas, so finding them is easy. They 
can be so inquisitive that they sometimes bound 
through the forest towards you and within seconds 
are sat on a nearby branch. Getting photos takes 
far less effort than in Marojejy.

Madagascar 
is arguably the 
best place in the 
world for night walks. 
Its forests support a 
huge diversity of nocturnal 
creatures. Some of the more 
common nocturnal species, such 
as mouse, dwarf and sportive lemurs, 
are easy to see. However, one species is 
shrouded in mystery – the rare and elusive 
aye-aye – which, because of its extraordinary 
appearance, is entwined with local folklore. But the 
forests near Andranotsimaty offer a chance of seeing 
one. 

On a recent trip, one encounter proved especially memorable. 
After marching through the forest at night for over a kilometre, 
my local guide pointed into the canopy. It was hard to make 
anything out – I was looking for a black animal in darkness! 

With my heart pounding it was difficult to concentrate, but I 
soon focused and saw the aye-aye towards the top of the tree. 
It moved nimbly through the branches, then began to descend 
the trunk head first, its fiery reflective eyes unmistakable, and 
its remarkable hands resembling gnarled, contorted tarantulas. 

Stopping periodically, it tapped the trunk with an elongated 
digit, listening for the sound of a grub beneath the bark, then 
came to a stop just two metres from me. Its leathery-looking 
radar-dish ears twitched and swivelled as my cameras fired. 
Leaping into a neighbouring tree, it paused again before 
climbing higher, tapping at the trunk as it went. 

At the outset I would have been thrilled with just a glimpse of 
the most bizarre and least-often seen of Madagascar’s lemurs, 
but this encounter surpassed my wildest expectation. 

We offer a range of small group photography tours and 
tailor-made itineraries to Madagascar. Contact our expert 
wildlife team for further information.
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Madagascar Lemurs

Madagascar’s wildlife is a 
bizarre range of species that 
you can see here and nowhere 
else. This tour includes guided 
day and night walks in the 
forest to search for a multitude 
of lemur species. 

Trip Idea, Jan-Dec
15 days, from £3 ,795

Southern Highlights 

This classic journey visits 
Madagascar’s must-see 
locations from the highlands 
of Andasibe to the dry spiny 
forest of Ifaty, with sightings of 
indri, brown lemur and rufous 
mouse lemur, amongst others.

Trip Idea, Jan-Dec
15 days, from £3,245

“We enjoyed this trip very much; we were fortunate in seeing all 
the important wildlife and had excellent guides and additional 
help with photographic techniques. Nick is a very experienced 
Madagascan naturalist.”
Susan S travelled to Madagascar in Oct 2016
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The Gambia

Congo

South Africa

Botswana

Zimbabwe

Madagascar

Zambia

Tanzania 

Malawi 

Ethiopia 

Kenya

Rwanda

Uganda

Namibia

South Africa is blessed with 
abundant wildlife, and its bushveld 
and savannah remain home to 
large numbers of mammals. 

Zululand & Swaziland Self-drive
11 days, from £5,095

Rwanda, known as the ‘land of a 
thousand hills’, is home to roughly 
half of the world’s mountain gorilla 
population.

Gorillas in Rwanda
6 days, from £4,995

The little-known destination of The 
Gambia is home to more than 570 
bird species and a great diversity of 
mammals. 

Bird Photography Safari
11 days, from £2,795

A Taste of

Africa

Renowned for its towering dunes, 
desert and dramatic coastline, 
Namibia’s wildlife hotspots include 
world-famous Etosha.

Game Trails Self-drive
14 days, from £3,595

The Congo’s rainforests 
harbour the world’s major 
population of western 
lowland gorillas, plus 
chimpanzees, bonobos and 
buffalos. 

Lowland Gorilla Encounter
11 days, from £8,295

Zambia is the home of 
the walking safari, and its 
staggering diversity makes 
it an unforgettable wildlife 
destination. 

Classic Luangwa Walking
14 days, from £6,395

Find out more about our Africa holidays visit www.wildlifeworldwide.com8
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Malawi’s mountains, plains, 
forests and rivers conceal remote 
wildlife lodges and an exceptional 
array of birdlife. 

Best of Malawi
13 days, from £4,895

Africa has been at the heart of Wildlife Worldwide since our early days. A land that leaves a lasting 
legacy on one’s soul, a continent that inspires and leaves us in awe of its natural wonders, a cultural 
mixing pot like no other, and a place that delivers some of the world’s finest wildlife encounters. 
Our wildlife experts have extensive first hand knowledge of Africa and are on hand to create your 
perfect holiday to this remarkable destination.

Hemmed in by parched desert, 
Botswana’s Okavango Delta is an 
oasis of waterways and lagoons 
that teem with wildlife. 

Kalahari in Bloom
12 days, from £5,795

Tanzania is a safari destination 
without equal, with world-class 
national parks that offer some of 
the finest wildlife viewing in Africa. 

Tanzania’s Northern Highlights
12 days, from £7,795

Ethiopia’s mountains are home to the 
rare and endangered Ethiopian wolf, 
(the Simien fox), the gelada baboon 
plus an array of other wildlife. 

Ethiopian Wildlife Extravaganza
10 days, from £3,695

Famed as one of Africa’s 
foremost locations for 
wildlife, Kenya’s diversity and 
peerless beauty guarantee 
its enduring popularity. 

Samburu & Masai Mara Safari
9 days, from £3,995

Zimbabwe is a beautiful 
country - fantastic scenery 
and wildlife are found in 
Hwange, Mana Pools and 
Lake Kariba.

Zimbabwe Highlights
10 days, from £5,995
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Penguins on Parade
In South Georgia 

Award-winning wildlife photographer 
Nick Garbutt shares his first 
impressions of South Georgia.

South Georgia, an icy crescent of jagged mountains, 
appears as a speck in the immensity of the 
Southern Ocean. Only 170 kilometres long, it has no 
trees and is half covered in permanent snow and 

ice, but thanks to the sheer abundance of seals, penguins, 
albatrosses and petrels that gather annually, it is without 
question one of the wildlife wonders of the world. 

On the voyage from Stanley in the Falklands I spent as much 
time as possible on deck, enjoying the bracing air and the 
conveyor belt of birds that came to investigate the ship. 
Numerous petrels and prions skimmed the sea, rising and 
falling with the waves as if some invisible force field held them 
at a precise distance from the surface. Larger giant petrels and 
black-browed albatrosses circled in equally effortless fashion, 
periodically homing in on the ship to offer dramatic eye-level 
fly-bys. 

After two days at sea, I tingled with anticipation at the thought 
of setting eyes on South Georgia for the first time. My first view 
did not disappoint. We sailed into the Bay of Isles on the north 
coast, where a magnificent amphitheatre of snow-capped 
peaks spilled down to the shore, and slabs of rock formed 
emerald-clad islets in the bay. Improbably large wandering 
albatrosses rode the turbulent breeze, and as the wind shifted, 
my nostrils filled with a pungent fishy whiff. The odour of 
hundreds of thousands of king penguins on the beach was 
unmistakable. 

Penguins often look awkward and ungainly on land, so wearing 
waterproofs and several layers of clothing, I felt a certain 
empathy as I manoeuvred myself off the inflatable dinghy to 
land on the beach at Salisbury Plain, before waddling ashore. 

I was greeted by columns of king penguins heading towards 
the waves, while others emerged from the surf, mirroring my 
own awkward passage up the beach. It was impossible not to 
drop to my knees and start clicking away with my camera as if 
I might never see another penguin. After giving myself a talking 
to, I attempted to grasp the reality of the situation. 

I put my camera down and looked around - there were 
penguins everywhere in astonishing numbers. Nearby, small 
groups gathered at the water’s edge, but further along the shore 
the main rookery was so tightly packed that it was impossible to 
differentiate individuals from one another. At its annual peak the 
colony may contain half a million birds.

My visit coincided with the final stages of king penguins 
incubating their eggs, with some early arrivals having already 
hatched. Large numbers of adult-sized brown downy chicks 
from the previous season were also waiting to moult into more 
recognisable plumage. 

I wandered along the back of the beach and for the next couple 
of hours picked my way slowly through the labyrinth of birds 
and meltwater streams from the huge glaciers at the rear. 
Behind the densest concentration of penguins, a raised area of 
tussac grass offered a vantage point over the whole colony and 
the bay. What a sight to behold: a carpet of penguins encrusting 
the shore, framed by imposing peaks with the bay and 
Southern Ocean beyond. Pure magic! 

Join Nick on the Festival of Wildlife Photography 2018 
which visits South Georgia in early November, when king 
penguins are joined on the beaches by breeding elephant 
seals and fur seals.
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The Festival of Wildlife Photography - South Georgia 
with Nick Garbutt and Alex Hyde
Join award-winning photographers Nick Garbutt and Alex Hyde on 
a unique photographic voyage to South Georgia, visiting the most 
spectacular landing sites while following the footsteps of Sir Ernest 
Shackleton.  

Group Tour, 1 Nov 2018, 19 days 

Cabins Price per person from 
(voyage only)

Triple Cabin (shared facilities) £8,895
Twin Semi Private Cabin (shared facilities) £10,695
Twin Private Cabin (private facilities) £11,595
Superior Cabin (private facilities) £12,395
Shackleton Suite £13,795
One Ocean Suite £15,395

Price includes flights Punta Arenas - Mount Pleasant (Falkland Islands) - Punta Arenas, 
accommodation aboard the Akademik Sergey Vavilov on a full board basis, transfers, services 
of the expedition team and exclusive photography tuition and workshops from Nick Garbutt. 
(International and domestic flights London-Santiago-Punta Arenas-Santiago-London and pre- 
and post-cruise accommodation in Punta Arenas are excluded - details on request)
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Since childhood, I’ve been fascinated by polar bears, 
and jumped at the chance of seeing them in the 
wild earlier this year. So, it was with excitement 
that I set off for Churchill on Hudson Bay where the 

southernmost of the world’s 19 populations of polar bears 
live. 

We set off on our first outing by Polar Rover that same evening, 
hoping to see our first sunset over the tundra, our first polar 
bear, and maybe even the Northern Lights. As we drove deeper 
into the barren landscape, everyone was peering through 
binoculars in the hope of being the first to spot a bear. Suddenly 
one of the ‘white rocks’ moved and, as we approached, we 
could clearly see the unmistakable outline of a bear stretching 
after waking up, then slowly walking away. I had to pinch 
myself to be sure that this wasn’t a dream, that I was really 
here and had just seen my very first polar bear in the wild!

The next two days proved even more exciting! On our first full 
day out on the tundra, after an hour or two, a sub-adult male 
started approaching from far off. I made for the outdoor viewing 
platform at the rear of the Polar Rover and watched as the bear 

walked right up to our vehicle, stopped and lifted his head to 
sniff the air, and as I looked down at him our eyes met for a few 
seconds. He then passed under the platform, and we watched 
through the steel mesh as he sniffed one of the group’s shoes 
before slowly walking away.

Later, we also saw a mother and two cubs; one of the cubs had 
a mind of its own and wandered off to roll in the grass, before 
mum brought him back in line.

This trip of a lifetime will stay with me forever, and I pray that 
we are able to preserve these polar bears’ territory so that 
future generations can enjoy such magical encounters. 

Classic Polar Bears

Seeing polar bears in the wild is awe-inspiring - an intense 
and unforgettable wildlife encounter. Accompanied by expert 
local guides, day and night excursions from a specially 
designed Polar Rover provide opportunities to get close to these 
magnificent creatures.

Group Tour, Oct-Nov  7 days, from £5,995

Classic Polar Bears
Product Manager Céline Fortin fulfils a 
childhood dream in Manitoba.

“The Classic Polar Bears trip was one 
of the best holidays I have been on and 
exceeded all my expectations.  Our guide 
Moira was very knowledgeable, giving 
plenty of information about polar bears 
and local wildlife. I have already booked 
another holiday with you and am eagerly 
looking forward to it.”
Hilary B travelled to Canada in Nov 2016
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Taking its name from British explorer James Ross, 
who visited in 1841, the Ross Sea occupies a deep 
bay between Victoria Land and Marie Byrd Land 
in Antarctica. This remote part of the Southern 

Ocean extends as far as the Ross Ice Shelf, no more than 
320 kilometres from the South Pole, with Ross Island and 
Mount Erebus to the west and Roosevelt Island to the east.  

Environmentalist groups have long campaigned to have the 
area proclaimed as a reserve, and after years of negotiation, 
it was announced recently that the Ross Sea is destined to 
become the world’s largest marine park. An agreement signed 
in Hobart, Tasmania by 24 countries and the European Union, 
bans all fishing (including hunting whales and trawling for krill) 
for 35 years in a protected area the size of France and Spain 
combined.

While the Ross Sea remains relatively unaffected by human 
activity, much research is conducted there due to its high 
biodiversity. Researchers estimate that the Southern Ocean 
produces 75% of the nutrients that sustain life in the world’s 
oceans, and is home to most of its whales and penguins – which 
makes it essential to protect this productive area. 

Although the restriction does not apply to the entire Ross Sea, 
no fishing will be allowed in the most crucial habitat of all – the 
zone closest to the Antarctic coastline – guaranteeing a positive 
effect on the development of the Antarctic and simultaneously 
the world’s entire marine ecosystem.

On our expedition voyages – including the Ross Sea – the 
goal has always been to raise awareness of the beauty and 
importance of the Antarctic, as well as the Arctic. We know 
from experience that, on returning from the opposite ends of 
the earth, our clients invariably become ambassadors for the 
polar regions.

This latest agreement is a milestone for the protection of 
Antarctica, and we are excited at the support it has received 
from so many governments. It is only by working collectively 
and collaboratively that the world’s last remaining wilderness 
can be preserved for the benefit of future generations.

Two voyages to the Ross Sea planned for January-March 
2017 aboard the Ortelius are unlikely to be repeated before 
2020, making these among the last opportunities in the 
immediate future to visit this area of immense interest. 

The Ross Sea

Antarctica

Ross Sea & Antarctica 

Starting from Ushuaia and 
ending in New Zealand, 
this voyage takes you 
across the Ross Sea, 
where around one third of 
the world’s population of 
emperor penguins breeds.

Group Tour, Jan-Mar
32 days, from £12,130

Classic Antarctica

An incredible voyage 
visiting prime wildlife 
sites along the Antarctic 
Peninsula and in the nearby 
South Shetland islands. The 
perfect introduction to the 
Antarctic.

Group Tour, Nov-Mar
10 days, from £4,915
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All you need to know about

Watching Bears 
By Chris Breen, founder of 
Wildlife Worldwide

If you asked me what my favourite mammals were, I’d 
say “Bears!” more or less straight away. But then I’d 
add “...together with whales, lions, leopards, tigers, 
orangutans and a whole host of other wonders from the 

wild world!” It’s tough, but with so many amazing things out 
there to see, it really is pretty difficult to pin it down. 

The one thing about bears, though, is that you need to get 
everything right – otherwise you might not see any at all. So 
there’s a whole host of factors you may want to consider before 
choosing where to go to see them. Here are a few for starters:

  What time of year suits you best?
  Do you want to see bears fishing for salmon?
  Are you a wildlife photographer?
  Would you like to see a range of other wildlife as well as 
bears?

  How big (or small) is your preferred lodge?
  Are you happy sitting on a platform for an extended period, 
or would you like to be more active?

Then, of course, there’s the question of whether you want to 
see bears in Europe or North America. Many people choose to 
start by visiting Finland for a long weekend to see European 
brown bears, then graduate to heading off to the wilder reaches 
of Canada or Alaska. 

So there’s a lot to think about, but our team at Wildlife 
Worldwide can do quite a bit of that thinking for you. Over the 
course of the last 20 years or more, we’ve travelled the length 
and breadth of Canada, Alaska and Europe trying out, and 
experiencing, most of the very best places to see bears (as well 
as some that aren’t quite so good!). 

The most popular lodges that we work with are those on 
Canada’s beautiful west coast: Knight Inlet Lodge, Great Bear 
Lodge, Spirit Bear Lodge and Pyna-tee-ah Lodge. Each of these 
has its own unique flavour. At Knight Inlet you arrive and depart 
by floatplane, at Spirit Bear Lodge you arrive by boat, while 
Great Bear Lodge is smaller than each of the others, with a 
somewhat more intimate feel. 

If it’s remoteness you’re after, it’s difficult to beat Bear Cave 
Mountain, a set of small cabins that can accommodate a 
maximum of four people, around two hours by helicopter north 
of Dawson City in the harshest country the Yukon has to offer. A 
stay here will be rewarded with some spectacular photography. 
The bears fish for salmon in a warm mountain stream when the 
air temperature is about -15° Celsius, so when they emerge 
from the water their fur freezes almost instantaneously. 

For polar bears, you would be hard pushed to do better than 
staying at Tundra Lodge, a fantastic mobile lodge on wheels that 
operates outside Churchill in northern Manitoba in the months of 
October and November, and moves where the bears are.

But, of course, if you’d rather not stay in a lodge, you could 
always board a wildlife cruise to Svalbard, or sail up the coast 
of British Columbia, or even join an expedition voyage to 
Wrangel Island - the Russian island in the Bering Strait, which 
is notorious for having the greatest number of denning polar 
bears anywhere on earth!

 ཞ The best lodge for walking – Pyna-tee-ah Lodge
 ཞ The most remote lodge – Bear Cave Mountain Lodge
 ཞ The lodge with the most bears – Knight Inlet Lodge
 ཞ  The best lodge for whale watching – Knight Inlet Lodge

“We saw a vast number of grizzly bears, some with cubs, a 
black bear, bald eagles and sea otters. We went out to sea on 
two days and saw orcas, humpback whales, sea lions and seals. 
The wildlife viewing really was spectacular. I would not hesitate 
in recommending Knight Inlet Lodge to anyone wanting to see 
grizzly bears in their natural habitat.”
Joan H travelled to Canada in Aug 2016
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The Bear Essentials

Enjoy daily bear watching trips, either by boat, kayak or from 
hides, affording some remarkable close up encounters with 
grizzly bears. 

Trip Idea, May-Oct  8 days, from £4,645

Walking with Bears & Whale Watching

Spend time with ‘the bear whisperer™’ to experience seeing 
grizzly bears at close quarters in one of the planet’s last pristine 
wildernesses.

Trip Idea, Sep-Oct  10 days, from £5,195

NEW Festival of Bears with Mark Carwardine 

Stay at Knight Inlet Lodge in the remote wilderness of British 
Columbia to watch grizzly bears in the company of Mark 
Carwardine and Chris Breen.

Group Tour, 6 Oct 2018  9 days, from £6,495

Yukon’s Ice Bears

Each autumn grizzly bears arrive en masse at Bear Cave 
Mountain to feast on salmon making their way up-river 
providing exceptional photographic opportunities. 

Trip Idea, Sep-Oct  15 days, from £10,595
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Watching one of the world’s most iconic 
endangered felines is an unforgettable 
experience. We specialise in taking 
you to the very best national parks and 
reserves in the Indian sub-continent 
to see these powerful and evocative 
animals in the wild. (see page 27)

Jungles, Tigers & Taj

Trip Idea, Oct-Apr
15 days, from £3,495

Unrivalled
Wildlife Experiences for 2017

Coming face-to-face with a jaguar in 
the wild is hard to beat. These huge, 
powerful predators are found in the 
remote rainforests of South and Central 
America, and our expert guides will 
show you the best spots for sightings 
and photographic opportunities.

Brazil - Just Jaguars

Trip Idea, Jun-Oct
9 days, from £4,445

Our orangutan watching holidays take 
you to the rainforests (and wildlife 
reserves) of Borneo to search for these 
great apes in the wild, and to see them in 
sanctuaries where orphaned, captured 
and injured individuals are taken care of 
and rehabilitated in the semi-wild.

Sabah Wildlife Special

Trip Idea, Jan-Dec
14 days, from £4,095

Whale Watching

Tiger Safaris

Bear Watching

Jaguar Watching

Gorilla Trekking

Orangutan Watching

Watching whales can be a profoundly 
emotional experience. From orcas in 
Europe, to humpbacks in Antarctica 
and grey whales in Baja California - our 
whale watching holidays visit the very 
best locations. 

Azores - Sperm Whales & Bottlenose 
Dolphins

Group Tour, Mar-Sep
7 or 11 days, from £1,545

Our bear watching trips offer a vast 
array of supreme locations to see these 
magnificent creatures. From brown 
bears in Europe, grizzlies and black 
bears in Canada, to the magnificent 
honey-coloured spirit bear and polar 
bears. (see pages 12,14-15,24-25) 

Alaska Bear Odyssey

Trip Idea, Jun-Sep
12 days, from £7,795

Gorilla trekking provides a unique and 
unforgettable opportunity to interact 
with these graceful, powerful and iconic 
primates. Whether you’re looking for a 
short break to fulfil a dream, or want to 
see other wildlife as well, we have the 
perfect trip for you. (see pages 4-5)

Gorillas in Uganda

Trip Idea, Jan-Dec
7 days, from £3,495
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Taking time to observe the many beautiful birds that are such an 
important part of our wild world is one of life’s great pleasures. Our 
Travelling Naturalist portfolio has over 100 tours around the world to 
choose from, all led by expert naturalists. The collection also includes a 
range of specialist photography, flora, butterfly and dragonfly trips.

To order your copy of The Travelling Naturalist brochure visit  
www.thetravellingnaturalist.com

Or contact the team on 01305 267 994

Polar Bear Watching

Birdwatching

Penguin Watching

Dolphin Watching 

Wolf Watching

Dolphins are great fun to watch and 
everyone loves their charismatic 
nature. From mega pods of spinner 
dolphins, to helping with bottlenose 
dolphin research, our trips will get 
you up-close to these remarkable and 
playful marine mammals.

Maldives - Whales, Dolphins & Mantas

Group Tour, Oct
10 days, from £3,495

WE CREATE OUTSTANDING WILDLIFE HOLIDAYS

Our website features a choice of over 40 countries and 300 locations 
throughout the world that we can use to tailor-make your wildlife holiday

The mighty polar bear is a spectacular 
animal to see in the wild. You can 
choose from a range of trips, which 
include Churchill, the ‘Polar Bear Capital 
of the World’ in Manitoba, Canada, and 
exciting expedition voyages to Svalbard 
and the Arctic. 

Around Spitsbergen

Group Tour, May-Oct
10 days, from £3,590 (voyage only)

Penguins occupy a wide range of 
habitats in the southern oceans, 
from Antarctica to as far north as the 
Galápagos Islands. Whether you want to 
see a particular species, vast numbers, 
or as many species as possible - we 
have the perfect trip for you. 

Highlights of the Falkland Islands

Trip Idea, Oct-Mar
19 days, from £6,295

Wolves are by nature extremely shy, so 
seeing these beautiful predators in the 
wild is a privilege to witness. Our trips 
in North America, Europe and Africa will 
take you to see the grey wolf, Eurasian 
wolf, or even the world’s rarest canine 
– the Ethiopian wolf.

Yellowstone Wolf & Wildlife Safari

Group Tour, Jan-Feb
8 days, from £5,795

From whale watching around the 
world to tiger safaris in India, from 
watching orangutans in Borneo to 
gorilla trekking in Africa, we offer 
the finest choice of opportunities to 
watch wildlife.
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Our Photographers
Mark Carwardine Ashley GroveAlex Hyde Bret CharmanNick Garbutt Mike Read Chris Mattison

Focus on the Danube Delta

This trip with Ashley Grove 
offers opportunities to 
photograph golden jackals, 
insects and an array of bird 
species from purpose-built 
hides.

Group Tour, May 2018
8 days, from £2,195

Flower Photography in 
the Vercors

Led by professional 
photographer Mike Read, 
this tour visits the stunning 
Vercors region of France to 
capture its superb flora.

Group Tour, Jun 2017
8 days, from £2,095

Wrangel Island Exclusive 
with Mark Carwardine

Visit Wrangel Island with 
zoologist Mark Carwardine 
to enjoy encounters with 
polar bears and other iconic 
Arctic birds and wildlife.

Group Tour, Jul 2017
18 days, from £11,195

Flower Photography in 
Namaqualand

Join award-winning 
macro photographer Chris 
Mattison to capture the 
magnificent spring flowers 
of the Cape Floral route.

Group Tour, Aug 2017
16 days, from £4,395

NEW India Art & Photo 
Safari 

Join award-winning 
sculptor Nick Mackman 
and Nick Garbutt, on this 
art safari in India’s Pench 
and Kanha National Parks.

Group tour, Mar 2018
13 days, from £5,995

Dorset’s Spring Treasures

Led by Nick Garbutt 
and Alex Hyde, learn 
techniques to photograph 
wildflowers and insect life 
at the Kingcombe Meadows 
Nature Reserve.

Group Tour, May 2017 & 2018
3 days, from £495 (land only)

NEW Skomer’s Perfect 
Puffins 

Join Bret Charman in Skomer 
for the perfect puffin 
photography break where 
we will see Atlantic puffin, 
razorbill and guillemot.

Group Tour, Jun 2017 & 2018
3 days, from £445 (land only)

NEW Birds of Paradise 
Photography 

Join award-winning 
photographer Nick Garbutt 
in Papua New Guinea and 
visit three of the finest 
birding and wildlife locations.

Group Tour, Jun 2018
18 days, from £10,595

In Focus 
Wildlife Photography Tours and UK workshops

We continue to expand our collection of wildlife photography trips offering you the chance to travel to 
unique destinations with guidance from our expert photographers. The tours outlined below have been 
specially selected for their fantastic locations and remarkable photographic opportunities. These unique 
small group trips are open to photographers of all abilities and offer you an opportunity to develop your 
technical skills, while photographing wildlife in its natural setting.
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Small group photography tours with our leading experts
Country Tour Name Photographers Departure Date Duration Price From

UK Bugs 'n' Beasts indoors - Photography 
Workshop

Nick Garbutt, Alex Hyde 
& Jonathan Cleverly  

 20 Jan 2017 3 days £595 (land only)

India Snow Leopard in Focus Nick Garbutt 18 Feb 2017 17 days £5,695

India India's Wild Cats Nick Garbutt 5 Mar 2017 &  
22 Mar 2018

14 days £5,295

Tanzania Serengeti Migration Nick Garbutt 22 Mar 2017 19 days £9,395

UK Dorset's Spring Treasures - Photography 
workshop 

Nick Garbutt & Alex 
Hyde

12 May 2017 & 
18 May 2018

3 days £495 (land only)

Hungary Spring Photography of the Steppe & Forests Mike Read 21 May 2017 & 
20 May 2018

7 days £1,795

Borneo Festival of Wildlife Nick Garbutt & Alex 
Hyde plus naturalists, 
Nick Baker & Nigel 
Marven & sculptor, Nick 
Mackman

2 Jun 2017 10 days £5,195

France Flower Photography in the Vercors Mike Read 3 Jun 2017 8 days £2,095

UK NEW Skomer's Perfect Puffin Bret Charman 8 Jun 2017 3 days £445 (land only)

Finland NEW Boreal Predators Photography Bret Charman 17 Jun 2017 6 days £1,995

Austria Close-up on Alpine Nature Nick Garbutt & Alex 
Hyde

17 Jun 2017 & 
16 Jun 2018

8 days £1,695 (land only)

Russia Wrangel Island Exclusive Mark Carwardine 22 Jul 2017 18 days £11,195 (triple share)

Canada Grizzly Bears on the Taku River Nick Garbutt 25 Jul 2017 12 days £8,895

France Flower Photography in the Pyrenees Mike Read 15 Jul 2017 8 days £2,095

South Africa Flower Photography in Namaqualand Chris Mattison 20 Aug 2017 16 days £4,395

Brazil The Pantanal - Brazil's Wetland Wonder Nick Garbutt 25 Aug 2017 (full)
24 Aug 2018

18 days £9,895

Brazil Jaguar Fiesta Nick Garbutt 9 Sep 2017 17 days £8,995

Madagascar An Island Apart Nick Garbutt 10 Oct 2017 21 days £6,795

Peru Amazon’s Secrets - A Photography 
Workshop

Nick Garbutt & Alex 
Hyde

9 Nov 2017 17 days £5,795

Costa Rica NEW Cloud & Rainforest Photography Chris Mattison 2 Dec 2017 14 days £5,995

Gambia Bird Photography Safari Ashley Grove 5 Dec 2017 11 days £2,795

Falkland Islands Falklands Wildlife Photography Mike Read 11 Jan 2018 19 days £7,495

USA Wild West Winter Wonderland Nick Garbutt 18 Jan 2018 & 
17 Jan 2019

17 days £6,695

India NEW India Art & Photo Safari Nick Garbutt & Nick 
Mackman

9 Mar 2018 13 days £5,995

Borneo NEW Rainforests & Rivers Nick Garbutt 26 Apr 2018 19 days £7,195

Romania Focus on the Danube Delta Ashley Grove 5 May 2018 8 days £2,195

Papua New Guinea NEW Birds of Paradise Photography Nick Garbutt 29 Jun 2018 18 days £10,595

Canada NEW Spirit Bear Quest Nick Garbutt 18 Sep 2018 16 days £8,795

Canada NEW Festival of Bears Mark Carwardine 6 Oct 2018 9 days £6,495

South Georgia NEW The Festival of Wildlife Photography Nick Garbutt &  
Alex Hyde

1 Nov 2018 19 days £10,695 (voyage only) 

Chile NEW Puma & Patagonian Wildlife Photography Nick Garbutt 20 Nov 2018 18 days £11,295

All prices are per person, include flights from the UK (except where specified), accommodation, transfers and the services of an expert photographer.

For our full collection of photography tours view our website or request a copy of our 
dedicated Wildlife Photography Tours brochure.
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Costa Rica sits at the crossroads of North 
and South America, where the Pacific and 
the Atlantic Oceans almost meet. As such, 
it contains within its borders and coasts a 

huge diversity of plant and animal life. This trip has been 
designed to cover a wide range of different types of 
rainforest. 

From San José we make our way north into the humid lowland 
forests where we will see several species of hummingbirds, 
parrots and other birds, as well as glass frogs and a rich variety 
of plants and insects. 

From here we turn south to the highlands of the Pacific slopes 
to look for resplendent quetzals and other local specialities, 
ending on the Osa Peninsula, in the south-west of the country, 
in coastal rainforest with opportunities to see and photograph 
poison dart frogs and scarlet macaws. Mammals such as coatis 
and a variety of monkeys are also common here, though getting 
good shots of them presents a challenge! 

Much of this will already be familiar: hummingbirds, monkeys, 
parrots and macaws are the stuff of wildlife television 
programmes. What is not as well-known, however, are the 
smaller things: the orchids, butterflies and other insects, 
spiders, frogs, lizards and snakes that inhabit the rainforest and 
its streams and pools. 

This trip includes a good selection of these subjects in addition 
to the better-known target species, and we will go out of our 
way to find and photograph the iconic red-eyed leaf frog, 
poison dart frogs, glass frogs, leaf insects, tropical moths, 
crickets and spiders. Many of these subjects are nocturnal, so 
we include as many night walks as possible, exploring forest 
trails and visiting frog breeding ponds. And if you are interested 
in botanical subjects, you will find a variety of bromeliads (air 
plants), orchids, mosses and lichens, in addition to the forest 
trees and vines. 

If this type of nature photography appeals to you, make sure 
you come equipped with a macro lens and at least one 
flashgun. The more recent remotely-controlled flashes – either 
infra-red or the latest radio-controlled versions – are very 
effective. Light modifiers in the form of diffusers or soft boxes 
are useful, and help will be at hand for those that wish it. For 
general photography, and natural light macro photography, a 
sturdy tripod is strongly advised, as light levels are often 
surprisingly low under the forest canopy. 

One thing is guaranteed - you will not find yourself short of 
potential subjects!

NEW Cloud and Rain Forest Photography

Group tour, 2 Dec 2017
14 days, from £5,995

Macro in 
Costa Rica 

Photographer Chris Mattison writes 
about the photography trip he is 
leading in Costa Rica.
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Earlier this year, I joined the Ocean Giants of Baja California trip aboard the excellent 
24-passenger vessel Searcher, one of only a handful of ships with permits to visit 
protected sites along the Baja Peninsula. After setting sail from San Diego, our stop to 
see grey whales in Mexico’s San Ignacio Lagoon was the highlight of our 12-day voyage. 

These barnacled sea beasts host more sea lice than any other cetacean, but that doesn’t bother 
visitors to the lagoon, where the whales have been happily interacting with humans since the 
mid-70s. Imagine prodding a plump, overripe aubergine and you’ll have some idea of what it 
feels like to touch a grey whale.

Sailing down the Pacific coast we clocked acrobatic mobula rays, bow-riding bottlenose 
dolphins and even fluking blue whales, before entering the Sea of Cortez. Aptly described by 
oceanographer Jacques Cousteau as ‘the world’s aquarium’, the body of water separating 
the peninsula and the mainland teems with life. In the bay outside the resort-heavy city 
of La Paz, I swam for 45 minutes with a gently ambling whale shark, whose gaping, 
filter-feeding jaw could have comfortably tackled a Volkswagen Golf. Further along 
the coast, sea lions became our playmates at Los Islotes, along with guinea fowl 
puffers and large-lipped angelfish.

But wildlife encounters weren’t restricted to the water. At San Benito island, 
we dodged seabird burrows and prickly balls of cholla cactus to climb 
a dusty, sun-parched ravine to a plateau overlooking a haul-out of 
honking elephant seals.

One morning, shortly after sunrise, we landed at Santa Catalina 
island, an arid, uninhabited, cactus-strewn landscape that 
provides the perfect cover for lizards and the endemic 
rattleless rattlesnake. Yes, this bizarre creature does exist! 
And during our hike we sidestepped five venomous pit 
vipers. Hewn by wind and waves, landscapes have 
been sculpted into abstract works of art. My most 
memorable walk was along the emaciated spine 
of San Francisco island, where mineral-rich cliffs 
fold into a sparkling horseshoe bay.

On the horizon, I could just about make out 
the soaring jets of humpback blows – an 
oceanic fanfare to herald our journey 
home.

Baja California
Travel writer Sarah Marshall recently travelled  
with us to Mexico’s Baja California to see  
this region’s extraordinary wealth of wildlife.

Ocean Giants of Baja California

A leviathan adventure of a lifetime! Join 
us on a 600-kilometre voyage around 
Baja California to witness the thrilling 
spectacle of grey whales in their 
calving lagoons.

Group tour, 7 Apr 2017 & 7 Apr 2018
14 days, from £5,395
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Wildlife Festivals
Join our unique

Festival of Whales

This takes place during the 
annual gathering of grey 
whales off Baja California’s 
Pacific Coast, where they 
socialise, mate and calve. 
Join Chris Breen on this 
memorable trip for the 
ultimate wildlife experience.

Group Tour, 25 Mar 2017
10 days, from £5,295

NEW Festival of Bears 

Accompanied by Mark 
Carwardine and Chris 
Breen, this festival heads to 
the west coast of Canada 
during the peak of the 
salmon run. Watch as bears 
gorge on fish and prepare 
themselves for hibernation.

Group Tour, 6 Oct 2018
9 days, from £6,495
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Our innovative Wildlife Festivals 
are accompanied by wildlife 
celebrities – some of the top experts 
in their field – and stay in some 

of the world’s iconic wildlife locations at the 
perfect time of year. The setting of each festival 
is carefully chosen for its potential to offer 
unrivalled sightings of the region’s most iconic 
wildlife – the focus may be a single species that  
lives in or is endemic to the area, or a broad range 
of inhabitants that reside in a particular habitat.

Such was the success of the first Festival in 
Kenya’s Masai Mara back in 2004, that we have 
subsequently enjoyed Festivals in the Galápagos 
Islands, Ranthambhore National Park in India, 
British Columbia’s Great Bear Rainforest, the 
island of Madagascar, the legendary Serengeti in 
Tanzania, and Brazil’s Pantanal.

Each Festival is based on the exclusive use of 
exceptional and characterful accommodation in 
the best possible place for wildlife viewing – which 
helps create a memorable and intimate experience.

Throughout our stay there is a comprehensive 
programme of activities that might include 
photography workshops, sculpture or sketching 
workshops, lectures and/or illustrated talks, and 
each evening there is usually an after-dinner 
presentation. Meticulous long-term planning 
ensures that nothing is left to chance, and one 
thing is certain – you won’t be short of things to 
keep you busy!

There are still a few places on our March 2017 
Festival of Whales in Mexico’s San Ignacio Lagoon, 
Baja California – the finest place in the world to see 

grey whales. Is this the ultimate whale-watching 
experience? Why not tell us when you return?

The Festival of Wildlife in June 2017 in Borneo’s 
Danum Valley not only celebrates our 25th 
anniversary, but will also raise funds for the World 
Land Trust. This trip will be accompanied by 
television naturalists Nick Baker and Nigel Marven, 
photographers Nick Garbutt and Alex Hyde, plus 
sculptor Nick Mackman, as well as Chris Breen and 
a small team from the Wildlife Worldwide office.

Our Festival of Bears with Mark Carwardine in 
October 2018 will, for the first time, be based 
at the magnificent Knight Inlet Lodge on British 
Columbia’s wild coastline. An exclusive floatplane 
charter into the lodge will set the scene, and we 
will be out looking at bears within an hour of arrival.

In addition to our highly acclaimed Festivals we 
will visit South Georgia with our newly created 
Festival of Wildlife Photography trip (see pages 
10/11 for more information) with award winning 
photographers Nick Garbutt and Alex Hyde.

And, you can pre-register for our Festival of Whales 
2018 with Mark Carwardine to Canada’s Bay of 
Fundy to see and photograph the most endangered 
whale in the world – the North Atlantic right whale. 
Full details will be available in mid-January.

Festival of Wildlife

Join us in Borneo’s remarkable Danum Valley for 
a unique series of talks, presentations, workshops 
and masterclasses by leading naturalists to 
celebrate 25 years of Wildlife Worldwide.

Group Tour, 2 Jun 2017  10 days, from £5,195
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Finland’s Bears
Up-close 

A n endless forest, the Taiga stretches across the 
upper reaches of our planet. This vast biome 
that crosses international borders is one of the 
world’s largest contiguous wilderness areas. 

Much of Finland’s landscape is covered by this sea of trees 
– a mix of birch, fir, spruce and pine – which provides the 
perfect refuge for Europe’s largest predator: the European 
brown bear.

Weighing up to a staggering 300 kilogrammes, brown bears are 
at the top of the food chain, but are particularly nervous around 
people and notoriously difficult to approach. In Finland, however, 
locals have learnt to live alongside these magnificent creatures, 
making it one of the best places on earth to get up close and 
personal to these powerful predators. 

Purpose-built hides have been developed across the country, 
expertly designed to provide incredible encounters without any 
disturbance. Using a small amount of food – enough to attract 
bears, but not enough for them to become dependent – means 
you can be sure to see a variety of individuals over the course of 
a single evening. Making the most of the near 24-hour daylight 
and the bear’s nocturnal tendencies, you can spend an entire 
night watching their antics. 

Large dominant males lumber purposefully in front of the hides 
dominating the food and pushing off any potential competitors. 
Females with cubs are particularly active around the hides, 
but often keep their distance from the larger males. Always on 

the lookout for any potential threat to their cubs, the mothers 
will only approach the food when they feel completely safe. A 
noticeable social hierarchy within the local population provides 
a fascinating sub-plot to the overall spectacle. For many the 
highlight is watching young cubs play, wrestling in the long grass 
or shimmying up and down trees, often ignoring their mother’s 
concerned calls when a large male strolls in for a late-night feast. 

A short break watching Finland’s bears is likely to live long in 
the memory and provide fantastic photography opportunities for 
those of all abilities. Other wildlife and birds thrive around the 
hides and include great grey owl, red squirrel and European elk 
(moose).

If you want to make the most of your time in this wild corner of 
Europe, there is also the potential to see more of Europe’s elusive 
predators. Some quieter areas of Finland are the perfect place 
to see the fierce, but characterful, wolverine, and packs of the 
elusive grey wolf. Although these sightings are much less reliable 
than those of the bears, Finland is fast becoming one of the top 
places in Europe to witness these iconic predators. 

Join Bret on an exclusive small group photography trip to 
Finland’s remote Boreal forest in search of Europe’s great 
predator.

Boreal Predators Photography

Group Tour, 17 Jun 2017  6 days, from £1,995

Bret Charman, photographer and 
member of the marketing team, reveals 
his up-close bear encounters in Finland.

Brown Bears in Finland

This short break takes you to a wonderful spot for sighting brown bears in 
the Finnish wilderness. Staying at Martinselkonen Wilderness Lodge, enjoy 
overnight bear watching from hides located deep in the forest, allowing close-
up encounters with these fascinating animals and their cubs.

Day 1: Fly to Kaajani and transfer to Martinselkonen Wilderness Lodge.
Day 2: Overnight in bear hide, waiting and watching for brown bears.
Day 3: Return to the lodge for breakfast and free day, then back to the hide for 
a second night of bear watching.
Day 4: Fly to the UK. 

Trip Idea, May-Aug  4 days, from £1,145
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Brown Bears Explorer

Long evenings and early dawns allow incomparable opportunities to watch 
and photograph the wildlife of the forest on this small group trip in Finland. 
Staying at purpose built hides, night vigils with a naturalist guide reward you 
with close-ups of brown bears, wolverines and occasionally wolves.

Day 1: Fly to Kajaani and transfer to Martinselkonen.
Day 2-4: Bear-watching and birding at a forest hide.
Day 5-7: Transfer to Boreal Wildlife Centre for bear-watching and birding. 
Day 8: Fly to UK.

Group Tour: 28 May, 18 Jun, 9 Jul, 23 Jul 2017  8 days, from £1,745 

“We went hoping to see bears and we did! 
The first night we saw at least 21, and 
the second night at least 25 - including 
mothers with cubs. It was so interesting 
seeing the interactions between the bears 
and we were surprised how easy it was to 
identify individual animals, in many cases 
seeing them in the open in daylight. We 
came back tired but extremely happy!”
Valerie C travelled to Finland in Aug 2016
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In the world of wildlife, Australia is unique. A land of contrasting landscapes, it is home to a simply staggering array of 
habitats and animals. Ancient species cling to life across this arid continent, eking an existence from even the most 
daunting environments. However, all is not as it seems; there is more to this faraway place than meets the eye. There are 
oases in this dry land which are full of life – the rainforests and swamps of the north or the rich coastal forests of the 

south and east – and they all provide sanctuary for a myriad of exotic species.

Rightly so, this beautiful country is famed for its unusual wildlife. Surely the monotremes (egg-laying mammals) stand 
out most of all? The platypus and short-beaked echidna manage to make the marsupials look ever so 

ordinary. Yet marsupials are far from ordinary: the mouse-like dusky antechinus is radically different 
from its distant relative, the red kangaroo, but both have a pouch in which they raise their young. 

The birdlife, too, is completely unique, with more species of parrot than you can count, 
beautiful passerines such as the aptly named superb-fairy wren, and even flightless giants 
like the emu and cassowary. 

The remarkable natural wonders are not just constricted to the limits of terra firma... the 
coastline plays host to ever more life. In the temperate seas of southern Australia you 

can find the wonderfully camouflaged weedy seadragon, or perhaps the rather less subtle 
southern right whale. And just to prove that a country famed for its heat isn’t everything 
you would expect, the southern shores are even home to the world’s smallest species of 
penguin – the fairy penguin!

So before the secret is out, why not plan your wildlife escape down under? 

Remarkable Wildlife in

Australia

Tablelands Reef & Rainforest Self-drive

Enjoy a leisurely cruise on the Great Barrier Reef, 
a stay in Daintree Rainforest, and see Northern 
Queensland’s rich wildlife in some lesser known 
places on this self-drive trip.

Trip Idea, Apr-Nov  17 days, from £4,695

Crocodile & Jabiru Self-drive

The Top End’s national parks - Mary River, Kakadu, 
Nitmiluk (Katherine Gorge) and Litchfield - feature in 
this self-drive trip. Some excursions are included, 
however there’s also time to do your own thing.

Trip Idea, Apr-Nov  13 days, from £ 3,595

Kangaroos, Sea Lions & the Gawler Ranges

Explore the contrasting habitats and picturesque 
geological landscapes of Kangaroo Island and 
the Gawler Ranges National Park in search of the 
region’s iconic wildlife.

Trip Idea, Jan-Dec  11 days, from £7,995

Penguins, Koalas & Great Ocean Road

This self-drive tour with day excursions around 
Melbourne takes in the Wilderness Coast, Great Ocean 
Road and East Gippsland for the best of Victoria’s 
iconic wildlife.

Trip Idea, Sep-May  13 days, from £4,395
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Senior wildlife consultant 
Chris Osborn renews his 
acquaintance with the  
sub-continent.

Passage to India
Last April I visited India for the second time, starting 

at Kaziranga in Assam, in the north-east. Although 
off the traditional wildlife circuit, it’s well worth the 
effort as its grassy plains are refuge to the largest 

remaining population of one-horned rhinos, along with 
hogs, swamp deer, water buffalos and elephants. It’s also 
one of India’s finest birding locations.

The nearby Hoollongapar Gibbon Sanctuary is home to India’s 
only apes, plus several species of macaque. I heard the 
piercing calls of hoolock gibbons ringing through the forest long 
before I finally saw them swing acrobatically into sight.

On heading to Central India, where most of India’s tiger reserves 
are located, en route to Tadoba National Park I visited Umred 
Karhandla Tiger Sanctuary, famed as the home of Jai - currently 
the largest tiger in India. This park is small and prey seemed 
scarce, but on my very first drive I saw my first tiger in the wild!

India may be full of wildlife, but nothing quite matches the thrill of 
seeing a tiger. We watched as a male – one of Jai’s sons – walked 
majestically through the forest to a waterhole. I was mesmerised.

From Tadoba it took some five hours to reach Pench, the small 
national park that inspired Rudyard Kipling’s Jungle Book. Here 
I stayed in the quieter northern sector, where I saw two packs of 
Indian wild dogs and watched a pack of young pups trying playfully 
to bring down a large sambar deer, as if practising for the future.

Set against a hilly backdrop, Satpura was the most beautiful 
of the parks I visited, with different terrains and various unique 
activities: walking, canoeing, boating, game drives, night 
drives and overnight camping. My highlights were following a 
leopard for an hour or so as it walked along a ridge to the river, 
watching two families of sloth bears meet beside a waterhole 
illuminated by our headlights, and – on my final evening – a 
chance encounter with a rusty cat, India’s smallest feline. 

A memorable finale! 

India’s Big Five

See all five of India’s big 
mammal species: Asiatic 
lion, leopard, tiger, elephant 
and one-horned rhino, 
in three beautiful and 
contrasting national parks.

Trip Idea, Oct-Apr
15 days, from £4,595

Tiger, Tiger

This tour has been crafted 
to provide an insight into 
India’s fascinating culture 
and remarkable wildlife, 
with the best opportunities 
to see tigers.

Trip Idea, Oct-Apr
16 days, from £3,795
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Join one of our

Small Group Experiences

 

  

 

 

 

Country Tour Name Departure Date Duration
Group 
Size

Price 
From

Botswana Highlights of Northern Botswana Jan - Dec 2017 13 9 £3,995

AfricaBotswana The Best of Botswana with Grant Reed 14 Jun 2017 13 12 £6,195
Kenya Masai Mara Migration with Paul Kirui 2 Oct 2017 12 8 £7,695
Namibia Namibia Deserts & Coast May - Nov 2017 12 8 £5,195
South Africa Spring Flowers from Kalahari to the Cape 12 Aug 2017 17 8 £4,395
South Africa Birds & Big Cats of Kruger 28 Aug 2017 13 10 £3,995

Tanzania
Tanzania’s Northern Highlights with Peter Lindstrom & 
Rupert Finch-Hatton

16 Feb 2018 12 8 £7,795

Uganda Uganda's Great Apes with Harriet Kemigisha 21 Sep 2017 13 8 £6,695
Zambia Liuwa Plains & Kasanka with Robin Pope 2 Nov 2017 12 8 £9,995
Zambia Carnivores of South Luangwa 9 Nov 2017 11 8 £4,795

Alaska Brown Bears of Kodiak Jun-Sep 2017 10 8 £9,895

North Am
erica

Alaska Bears & Whales in South East Alaska Jul 2017 15 15 £6,195
Canada Whales & Dolphins of the Haida Gwaii May - Aug 2017 11 16 £4,945
Canada Beluga Whales & Polar Bears Jul - Aug 2017 9 12 £8,695
Canada Orcas, Bears and Totems Jul - Aug 2017 10 16 £4,945
Canada Polar Bears Mother and Cubs Aug - Sep 2017 8 12 £7,995
Canada Great Bear Rainforest Aug - Oct 2017 12 13 £6,195
Canada Canada's Big Five 2 Aug 2017 9 18 £5,845
Canada Classic Polar Bears Oct - Nov 2017 7 15 £5,995
Canada Tundra Lodge Adventure Oct - Nov 2017 7 29 £7,295
Canada NEW Festival of Bears with Mark Carwardine 6 Oct 2018 9 26 £6,495
USA Yellowstone Ultimate Wolf & Wildlife Safari Jan - Feb 2017 8 14 £5,795

Chile Puma-tracking in Southern Chile Jan - Mar & Oct - Dec 2017 11 4 £4,695

Latin Am
erica

Guyana Rainforests, Savannahs & Wetlands 18 Nov 2017 13 10 £6,695
Mexico Festival of Whales 25 Mar 2017 10 24 £5,295
Mexico Ocean Giants of Baja California 7 Apr 2017 & 7 Apr 2018 14 24 £5,395

Trinidad & 
Tobago

The Asa Wright Experience 9 Feb 2017 & 8 Feb 2018 13 12 £4,645

Borneo
Festival of Wildlife with Nick Baker, Nigel Marven, Nick 
Garbutt, Alex Hyde, Nick Mackman 

2 Jun 2017 10 46 £5,195

Asia

Maldives Whale, Dolphins & Mantas in the Indian Ocean 6 Oct 2017 10 16 £3,495
Russia Wrangel Island Exclusive with Mark Carwardine 22 Jul 2017 & 22 Jul 2018 (full) 17 44 £11,195
Sri Lanka Blue Whales & Dolphins 4 Mar 2017, 25 Nov 2017 14 12 £3,095

Azores Sperm Whales & Bottlenose Dolphins Mar - Sep 2017 7 12 £1,545

EuropeFinland Brown Bear Explorer
28 May 2017, 18 Jun 2017,  
9 Jul 2017, 23 Jul 2017

8 12 £1,745

Iceland Orcas & Northern Lights Jan - Mar 2017 5 25 £1,475
Scotland The Shetland Islands May - Jul 2017 8 10 £1,195
Spain Iberian Lynx Quest 28 Jan 2017, 21 Oct 2017 8 14 £1,495

Spain Secret Wilderness of Extremadura
1 Apr 2017, 23 Sep 2017,  
23 Dec 2017

8 7 £1,745
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Leopards in Sri Lanka

The island of Sri Lanka is undoubtedly one 
of the best places in Asia to see wildlife. Its 
geographical isolation, the heavy rainfall of two 
annual monsoons, and a wide range of altitudes 

endow it with a variety of climates and biodiversity that is 
usually only found over an entire continent. 

The native subspecies of the Sri Lankan leopard (Panthera 
pardus kotiya) was first described as late as 1956 and is 
estimated to have a wild population of no more than 700 to 950 
individuals.

The density of adult leopards in Yala National Park in the south-
eastern coastal zone is estimated at around 18 individuals per 
100 square kilometres. As a result, Yala is the go-to place to 
see leopard - an extensive arid coastal plain with both natural 
and man-made waterholes creating a habitat that fosters a 
high density of prey species.

The park is busier than it used to be but it is possible to avoid 

high numbers of vehicles by taking a full-day excursion. On 
a full day visit you can go further and avoid the worst of the 
crowds, as well as make use of the two to three hour period of 
calm when jeeps head back to the hotels, before the afternoon 
visitors arrive.

Although they prefer to hunt at night, they are also active at 
other times of day including dawn and dusk. Unlike African 
leopards they rarely haul their kills up trees - probably due 
to the relative abundance of prey. Also, as Sri Lanka’s apex 
predator, leopards simply don’t need to protect their prey.

Like most felines, they are opportunistic feeders. In the dry 
zone, spotted or axis deer constitute the majority of their diet, 
but they also prey on sambar, barking deer, wild boar and 
monkeys.

You can see Sri Lankan leopards, as well as a wealth of 
other wildlife, on the trips shown below.

The Sri Lankan leopard is frequently spotted in Yala 
National Park, but that doesn’t tell the full story...

Blue Whales & Dolphins

The balmy waters around Sri Lanka are home 
to blue whales, sperm whales and spinner 
dolphins, while on land the national parks 
have elephants and leopards. This itinerary is 
designed to show them all! 

Group Tour, Nov-Apr 10 days, from £3,095

Elephants, Blue Whales & Leopards

This superb itinerary takes you to see Sri 
Lanka’s big three; huge herds of elephants 
in Udawalawe National Park, some of 
the world’s largest leopards at Yala and 
charismatic blue whales at Mirissa.

Trip Idea, Nov-Apr  10 days, from £2,795
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A Better View
with Swarovski Optik

“I’ve been watching wildlife for most 
of my life, during which time I’ve been 
fortunate to visit some of the world’s 
most amazing places. Over the course 
of the past 12 months I‘ve been whale-
watching in Mexico, I’ve looked for (and 
found!) narwhals, bowhead whales 
and polar bears in Arctic Canada, spent 
time in Borneo’s rainforests tracking 
down orangutans and Bornean pygmy 
elephant, and most recently I went 
on safari in Zambia’s Luangwa Valley. 
I usually travel quite light - in terms 
of clothing at least - but the most 
essential gear I carry is my camera 
equipment and my binoculars. And 
given the choice - crazy though it might 
seem - I would leave my cameras 
behind, but never travel without my 
binoculars.

For the past 10 years or more I‘ve 
used Swarovski binoculars, my latest 
being the remarkable 8x32 ELs. These 
are lightweight and incredibly easy 
to carry, but guarantee outstandingly 
crisp images whether at dawn, at 
dusk, or in the middle of the day. I 
use them wherever I am to look at 
whatever wildlife there is to see - birds, 
mammals or reptiles, on land or at 
sea.”

Wildlife Worldwide’s founder Chris Breen 
reviews Swarovski’s EL32 binoculars after 
extensive use around the world.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EL 8x32 binoculars combine an ample 141-metre field of view with 
an 8x magnification, which enables you to view a steady picture in 
any situation. 

www.swarovskioptik.com



What’s the best piece of advice you give your clients?
Always travel with an open mind – this helps you appreciate all 
the wildlife and other things that you see during a holiday. Very 
often the things that you weren’t even expecting to see are 
what you remember most!

Where do you recommend visiting for the best whale 
watching?
The east coast of Canada, including the provinces of Quebec, 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, is an excellent place to see 
large numbers of whales such as northern right, humpback 
and minke. However, much closer to home, the Azores are also 
great for whale-watching. These mid-Atlantic islands are one 
of the best places in Europe to see a wide range of cetaceans 
including sei, fin and pilot whales. And there’s even a chance of 
spotting blue whales too!  

Which wildlife destination has most surprised you? 
Guyana is definitely the most surprising destination I’ve ever 
been to: pristine habitats, fantastic wildlife, and a sense that 
you are visiting one of the world’s last true wildernesses – 
Guyana has it all! It’s also virtually deserted because it only 
receives 3,000 visitors per year! 

What’s the hottest wildlife destination for 2017? 
It’s hard to pick any one destination in particular, but there’s 
been a lot of interest in Chile, Costa Rica and India recently. 

Where do you recommend for first-time safari goers? 
This might be a bit of a cliché, but Kenya is still the perfect 
destination for a first safari to Africa. There are direct 

Meet The 
Wildlife Team

international flights from the UK to Nairobi, and the wildlife is 
exceptional. 

The Masai Mara remains Kenya’s best safari location, but 
including other places such as Amboseli and Lake Nakuru can 
make for a well-rounded itinerary. Kenya also has some lovely 
beaches on the Indian Ocean, so you can easily add a bit of 
relaxation afterwards. 

Which three items would you never travel without? 
 ཞ  A camera is always essential when travelling!
 ཞ  A charger for your camera battery – it’s never good when 
your battery dies halfway through a trip!

 ཞ  A universal adaptor so you can deal with any plug you meet 
on your travels

If money were no object, where would you travel to 
on your next holiday? 
I’d head to Ladakh in Northern India to try and see snow 
leopards, as they’re my favourite animals. Having said that, I’d 
also consider a self-drive safari around Namibia and Botswana. 
Come to think of it, if money were no object I could do both! 

What are your top three wildlife experiences? 
 ●  Seeing jaguars in the Pantanal in Brazil
 ●  Watching grizzly bears fishing for salmon in Alaska
 ●  Snorkelling with sea lions in the Galápagos

Where next?
I’m heading to Botswana soon. I’m really looking forward to 
seeing the Okavango Delta and Chobe National Park for the first 
time because I’ve heard lots of good things about them! 

In this issue, wildlife 
travel consultant 
Chris Smith shares 
his most memorable 

wildlife experiences and makes 
recommendations for the finest 
whale-watching encounters. 
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wildlifeworldwide.com

Capitol House, 12-13 Bridge Street, 
Winchester SO23 0HL 

Over 300 locations worldwide, handpicked for the best wildlife viewing.

  24 years of creating the finest wildlife holidays
 Knowledgeable & passionate team of wildlife experts
 Flexible tailor-made holidays
 Small group wildlife & birding trips worldwide
 Committed to conservation & responsible tourism
 Expert local naturalist guides
 Peace of mind - 24 hour on-call service 
 100% independent
 100% financial protection

We create outstanding

wildlife holidays

Wildlife Worldwide is part of The Natural Travel 
Collection Ltd, a small independent travel 

company that places a special emphasis on 
sustainable tailor-made holidays.

Hampshire Small Business of the Year
Regional Winner Chamber of Commerce Awards 2015

Small Business of the Year
South Coast Business Awards 2014
Winchester Business Excellence Awards 2014

Best Use of Technology
South Coast Business Awards 2014

Discover Wildlife - Evenings to inspire
Featuring presentations by our own wildlife experts together with guest 
speakers from around the world, our Discover Wildlife evenings appeal to 
all travel and nature lovers.

You can expect to see beautiful imagery and hear stirring stories about 
stunning destinations. If you would like some inspiration for your next 
wildlife holiday, you will have the opportunity to meet our team and share 
your experiences with like-minded travellers.

The evenings are completely free of charge. To book your place complete 
the registration form online or contact our expert Wildlife team.  
www.wildlifeworldwide.com/events

Date Discover Wildlife Presentations Location

Tue 10 Jan Adventures in Canada Bath

Wed 18 Jan Discover Uganda & Guyana Chester

Thu 19 Jan India Wildlife Photography Cheltenham

Tue 24 Jan India Wildlife Photography Cambridge

Wed 25 Jan Madagascar & Rainforest Photography Woking

Thu 2 Feb Zambia - the Ultimate Safari Destination London

Wed 8 Feb Discover Papua New Guinea & Ghana Nottingham  

Thu 9 Feb Discover Madagascar & Namibia York  

Wed 15 Feb Discover Canada & Alaska Chichester 

Tue 28 Feb Discover Africa Farnham

Wed 8 Mar Wildlife Photography in Europe Winchester

Mon 20 Mar Wildlife Photography Birmingham

Save 
The Dates

Destinations, the holiday & travel show 
in Manchester & London Jan/Feb 2017
Visit our stand and immerse yourself in a world of unlimited travel 
inspiration. The programme of talks include presentations from our very 
own Nick Joynes and Chris Breen.

19-22 Jan at EventCity, Manchester - Stand E38 
2-5 Feb at Olympia, London - Stand AF12

The Photography Show
We are excited to be attending this show for the first time in 2017. Come 
and meet our experts to plan your wildlife photography holiday.

18-21 March at NEC, Birmingham - Stand G103

To claim discounted tickets for these exhibitions please visit the 
events page on our website www.wildlifeworldwide.com




